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A. TEE I'ORMS OX' TFIE VALLDYS.

B. BOULDEB CL,A,Y.

F.a.snrou appears to rule in geological as well as in other
matters, the text-books being the authorities. With no
sufficient_ reason, as it appears to the author, a very general
opinion has arisen that the last glacial period wai l=imited
in action, and boundecl as regards area by a line drawn east-
ward from the head of the Bristol Channel. No attempt, or
at least no serious attempt, has ever been made to assign a
reason for this southern limit of glaciation, and on inquiiy it
would appear that the matter is one of theory, formed inihe
absence of sufficient data. Of the reasons which may be
assigned for the supposed absence of glacial action in Devon-
shire, two only, if seriously advanced, rnighb be considered to
be adecluate. ft must either be argued thai the land of Devon-
shire was at, the time of the last glacial period submerged,
and hence freed from the action of the iie planes, or 6lse
that the climate obtaining in Devonshire during the glacial
period di{greil so-widely lrorn that obtaining on the opposite
coast of lVales, that glaciers, while possible iu the one case,
were rendered by climatic influence irnpossible in the other.
So far as the author is aware neibher of these arguments has
been s,eriously p"t forward, but it is necessary none the less
to cleal shortly with them.

In the firsb place, hacl the county of Devonshire as a whole
been submerged during the glacial period there must have
been lem,ainirg evidence of drifb ice having passed over the
sea which covered it. Such evidence is practically non-
existent, and where it could be found is restricted solely to
the lower levels of the land. It will be seen, too, in-the
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course of this paper that there is evidence, and very full
evidence, that the land constituting the present county of
Devonshire oscillated in level contemporaneously 

-and

coincidently with the land now known as Wales, the
physical conditions in both iocalities being identical. As
to the questiol of climate, it is difficult or alrnost impossible

-tao. 
inragine that this argument could be seriously upheld.

The actual distance between the land in Wales, ivnlch by
common consent has been subject to glacial action, arrd thb
land in Devoushire is so slight as to-afford no scope for a
great change in temperature. Besides that, the-relative
elevatiorrs of the lower portions of lVales and of the surface
of land in Devonshire are materially coincident, so that the
question of temperature as dependent on elevation cannot
be argued. If then there appear no sufficient reason lbr a
difference of conditions on either side of the imaginary line
before referred to, it might seem that the truest attenipt to
arrive at accurate conclusions rvould lie in the investigation
of the present physical characteristics of I)evonshire and its
iomparison with the conditions known to obtain in Wales.

-For many years past the author has had exceptional
advantages in studying the form assumed by the rock
valleys in the south of Devonshire, and has nob only obtained
g, fairly full knorvledge of the present sub-aerial valleys, but
has been enabled to accumulate a large amount of informa-
tion as to the submerged valleys which form the estuaries
of the southern rivers of Devonshire. In considering the
thcts from time to time brought before his nobice, he has
been driven to the conclusion that ice action has had great if
not preponderabing influence on the formation of Devonshir.e
scenery.

It will be necessary to enter somewhat fully into the
consideration of the physical differences between water
erosion and ice erosion. Water in the course of its flow over
the earth's surface undoubtedly exerts an erosive action, but
this action directly depends, not on the primary force derived
frorn the actual motion of the particles of water, but on the
secondary motion of solid matters transported by the water
flow. Thus it will be observed that at any place where even
a considerable flow of water passes over a'conrparatively soft
rr:cl< surface, the actual chaunel worn by the water itself is but
slight, unless on its course the streaur is fed with a sufficient
amount of rock material in the form of sand, pebbles,
and shingle. The porver of a stream as an a,gent in
excavabion depends, first, on the volume of water; secondly,
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on the gradient of the bed of the stream anil the conse-
quent velocity of flow; thirdly, on the quantity of detrital
matter finding its way into the bed of the stream, and the
relative hardness of this matter; so that the actual erosive
power of water is compounded of its velocity and quantity,
and consequent power of transporting solid particles, and the
supply of solid particles for such transport. Another feature
of water action is thab however large the watershed, the
actual flow of the stream is always confined to a relatively
small section occupying the base of the valley only, beyond
which, it is at the bottom of even this small section that the
greatest cutling action is exerted, since solid matters trans-
ported by water occupy of necessity and in consecluence of their
gravity the lowest porbion of the bed of the stream. Another
I'eature of water action is that however great the initial
erosive capacity of any stream, that power lessens from time
to time, and continuously, as the stream itself, deepening its
valley, reduces its own gradient, and consequently its velocity
and its power of transporting solid matter.

In comparison with the motion of water the effecb of
glacier ice is very different. In the first place, ice in itself
as a hard mineral substance is quite capable of rvearing
some rock surfaces by direct friction. Iu the second place,
ice is to a great extent independent of velocity in its
erosive action, inasmuch as however slorvly it moves, it still
transports rocks, boulders, and gravel with eclually absolute
certainty. Then again, ice, by reason of its weight, drags
not only its own material, but transported detribal matter
with greater pressure over the surface on which it moves. In
the third place, there must be noted an even trtore important
difference between the action of water and the action of ice.
I'rom a given watershed a glacier transporting a given quantity
of water in the solid forrn will necessarily occupy a greater
seciion in its valley than will a stream transporting an equal
quantity of water in licluid form. Assuming, for instance-
and the assumption is as well-fbunded as can be any general
statement of varying Iigures -- assurning that the average
motion of a glacier is at the rate of one fool per day, and .,he

average motion of a stream is at the rate of one foot per
second, allowance being made in this labter case for retarda-
tion at points where the stream passes through pools, we
obtain the fact that a stream which would require to occupy
one foot in sectional area of a valley would in the solid form
require to occupy 86,400 square feet of secLional area in the
same valley. This in itself necessitates that the erosion,
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instead of being conflned to a narrow channel in the valley's
base, must be distributed over a considerable width of base
and a considerable height of the valley's sides. A slight
correction of these figures is necessary in consecluence of the
fact that each glacier canies with it certain streams conse-
quent on the melting of the ice ; but against this correction
we have to set by way of compensation the fact that whereas
the stream conveys away the greater parb of the rainfall each
year in sudden and abnormal floods of short continuabion, the
glacier, fed by snow, distributes the florv from the catchmenb
area alrnost equally over the whole period of any year.

There remains another feature of contrast to be considered,
and that is thab while the solid matter conveyed by a stream
finds its way at once to the bottom of the channel, the
boulclers and gravel conveyed by a glacier are alurost equally
distributed over the whole surface of contact between the
glacier and ibs valley.

The result of these considerations, as a whole, leads us
to the belief that we should alrvays find a valley, the
existence of rvhich is due to water erosion, would have
a section comparable to the letter Y. The sides of such
valley would in many cases be perpendicular, lvere it not
that sub-aeriai denudation breaks and frets away the rock-
surfaces left by water erosion. But this aciion of sub-aerial
denudation lias its limits, since in the course of its continu-
ance the rock ultimately arrives at its angle of rest, after
which bhe denudation is mainly confined to ac[ion on the
summit of the hill, and when once the surface is covered
by soil, such denudation practically ceases; beyond which,
in all cases in which the rock forming the valley is of
fairly hard nature, the acbual flow of the river erodes and
creates new vertical surf'aces more rapidly than sub-aerial
clerrudation can bleak dorvn and modify thern. In the case
of a valley eroded by a glacier the physical conditions are
such that the cross-seclion of such valiey tends to take the
fbrrn of the letter U. Xfore strictly speaking, such fbrrn is
approximately parabolic. The base of a valley due to glacial
action should be of considerable width, aud should not present
auy definibe channel cub beneath the general surfhce curve.

Without entering into debatable ground of the molecular
action of ice in a glaciel the following fhcts may be taken as
universally conceded. In the first place, that ice under
pressure behaves as a plastic ruass, as evidencecl by the
manner iu which branch glaciers joining the ruain stream al'e
frequently conlracted to only a small propoltion of tlieir
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original width. In the second place, that a glacier as a
whole conforms in its flow to the laws of semi-fluid motion,
as evidenced by the fact that the greatest velocity of florv
along a straight portion of a glacier occurs ab its centre and
along a curved porbion at a point nearer the concave side of
its valley. A glacier exerts considerable acbive pressure on
the sides of its valle.y in addition to the pressure of its
rveight on the base. Evidence of this may be lbund in the
laminated sbructure of glacier ice. The whole of the con-
ditions, therefbre, of glacial erosion are in favour of action
over a considerable depth of the valley; of active erosion
exerted on its sides, and of the general contour formed of
easy curves, without approach except in especial instanses
to the vertical. Ice being to soure extent independenl,
of gradient, will ab places erode its valley in pits, lbllowed
by subsequent ridges or high places on the valley bed. It
will also, where the rock is relatively soft, widen out and
excavate a broad and shallow valley, followed at a point rvhere
lhe rock is relatively hard by a conbraction of the glacier antl
the excavation of a narrow and deep channel. These theo-
retical considerations have the absolute assent of observed
lacts. Generally speakirrg, our sub-aerial valleys in Devon-
shire present no marked {'eatures of water erosion ; broad
swelling hills and broad undulating depressions are comnrou.
Four sections here ligured have been purposel.y selected at
narrow and steep portions of the valley of the )!rme, Yealm,
PIym, and Tavy. (Plate l.) The vertical scale is slightly over
twice the horizonbal, as otherr,vise the slopes would appear
too insiguificant. Even" after thus doubling the inclination of
the sides of the valleys, the sections yet appear to bave I'airly
easy curves and graceful sweeps. It is not attempted to
say that water erosion has not exercised a slighb influence on
the formation of these valleys, but the effesb it has accom-
plished since their original excavation still leaves the slopes
with the undulating form r;haracteristic of ice action. Such
sections might be indeflnitely multiplied, and in nearly all
cases with similar results. The exceptions which exist
add weight to the evidence. Undoubted cases of water
erosion occur in Devonshire, as for example at Lydford
Gorge. Ilere the contrasb is striking. The poltion of the
valley eroded by water shows absoluiely precipitous sides,
and at the bobtom a channel, which just serves to accom-
modate the normal flow of the river. Here anil there, in
passing through the gorge, there may be observed points
at which sub-aerial denudation, aided by the jointing of the
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slate rock, has modified the original form left by the stream I
but bhe extent to which this has occurred is by its compara-
tive insignificance good evidence in itself of the necessity of
lookilg to another cause than water erosion for the excavation
of our Devonshire valleys.

It is au interesbing point in connection with the channel
of the Lyd that vertically above the portion exhibiting
undoubted water action may be seen a broad and shallow
valley eroded by ice. Here then, we hat'e a case in which
the ice, having Ieft a valley of considerable gradient, the
subsequent, flow of the stream has been enabled. by its
velocity and by the supply of granitic materials to so

modify the otiginal form as to create a practically uniforn
gradient from the moors to the point at which the glacial
valley widens out near Lydford Waterfall. The whole con-
comitant action of sub-aerial denudation has entirely failed
to materially modify the forms created by water erosion.

Now, weie the greater number of our valleys to orve their
.formation to the erosive porver of rvater, such examples as

Lydford Gorge must be extremely common, whereas no
similarly important case can be quoted, at least in the south
of Devonshire. Although the beds of many streams, such
as the Plym in Bickleigh Va1e, give evidenee of genuine
water erosion, this is absolutely insiguificant as compared
with the depth of the whole valley. It is a fair statement
thai since the time when the ice planes melted and. receded
the rvhole flow of our streams has bub sufficed to slightly
modify the mere base of the valleys formed by glacial action-
Moreover, in many instances the rivers having failed to fllI
the channels let't by the ice action, and finding the gradient
too slight to enable them to exercise erosive action, have
actually deposited material in the beds of the ancient valleys,
filling and ieconstructing in place of removing and destroy-
ing. If it be said that the present sireams are degenerates
fronr their predecessors, it mus[ also be said that whabever
the flow which passed down our valleys at and after the
close of the last glacial period, it has never been sufficient to
materially modify the characteristic forms due to glacial
action. ihus fron the sources whence, in consequence of
subsequent disturbance, least direct evidence might be

expected, proof in itself of great strengbh may be obtained
of-the general staterrent that ice has been the principal
factor in shaping our hills and valleys. This fact (if fact it
be). involves as a corollary that during the lasb glacial period
the land surfirce must have been above sea level, and the
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absence of erratic boulders,which would otherwise have been
deposited by floating ice, supports this theory.

So far as to the evidence at present before the eye. The
conduct however of various engineering works has placed at
our disposal a m&ss of informatibn, the great value of-which is
that it has ref'erence to valleys now and-Iong since submarine,
aud.from their depth uninfluenced by subsequeut erosion.

The depth of the valleys constituting our harbours and
estuaries is hidden by the deposit of silr, rvhich has fillecl the
most of them to within coruparaLively a few {'eet of Iow
water mark. At Plymouth, however, fairly full information
as to the actual lbrm and depth of the-rock beds of the
estuaries is available. The new railway bridge at Laira is
{bunded on iron cy}inders, each and all of whYch were sunk
until they reached the limestone rock. The distance between
the piers is uniformly 106 feet, and the first pier, at the west
or Plymouth end, is founded upon rock at a-height of three
feet above low water spring tides. 'I'he next or-second pier
reaches a dgpth of 30 feet below. low water, giving a fali at
the rate of 1 in 3{. The third pier reaches a dlptiiof B0 feer
L?low low water, giving a gradient of practically 1 in 2.
The fourth pier reaches 87 feet 6 inches, and tlre nfih SO feet
6 inches below low water spring tides, thus showing that for
a breadth of. 212 feet at thd cen-tre the channel of tire rock is
practically level at 87 feet belorv low water. Between the
lifih and sixth piers there is a rise of 50 feet ab ihe rate of
I in 2, and the slope to the bottom from this point to the
masonry abutment on the east bank is about 1 in B{, again
correspon-ding with the other side. (Plate IL) This deep trough
is not really the full extent of the matter we have to consid6r,
Ibr we must add the lieight of the adjoining clifl,s in order bt.r

obtain the lull excavation which has heie been execuied.
I'rom present appearances these clift's must have risen to a
height of .at least_ 60 feeb above lorv water spring tides.
Preceub borings in the silt of Cattewater Harbour conirm the
result obtained at Laira Bridge. The depths reached are as
gr91t o.r greater, and the channel immediately below the
bridge is very much wider than at the bridge itself, contract-
ing again at Turnc-hapel Rock, and again -expanding in the
lower reaches of the harbour. The whole of tnis -channel

from Deadman's Bay to Laira Bridge is excavabed in the
levonian li-mestone, and at no place is there traceable any
distinctive $e-pre-ssion which might have been occupied by
water, or might be due to water action; further than which
the gradieuts are such that the water would only have a
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tendency to deposit material, and could have no teudency to
erode.

OIf the west pier at Sutton Pool, on the outside, a depth
of 60 feet below low water fhiled to find rock, and this
within 120 feeb of tlie shore; while within the piers a depth
of about 65 feet from low water to rock surfhce has been
recorded, At the Greab Western I)ocks there is a depth of
60 feet of silb on the line of the quay, founing the darn
betrveen the floating and the outer basin. In tr'irestone Bay,
ofi' Eastern Kirrg, soundings of 150 feeb at low water aie
obtained. The bottom is rocky, and probably represeuts the
actual rock bed of the harbour. Similarly, between I3arn-
pool and l)evil's Poirt, there is a pit of 132 feet of rvater.
To the westward of the Iiubble lJank there is yet another
deep sounding of 102 feet. Through the kindness of the late
Mr. Margary, the author was enabled to obtain full informa-
tion as to the sections of all creeks crossed by the Cornwall
llailway in the ueighbourhood ot' Plynoubh. Diagrams of
these sectiorrs are attached to tliis paper. Ib is hardly
necessary to deal at great leugth u,ith these figures. Ib will
be noticed that, as at Laila Bridge, so in these cases no
definite channel for: tlie norrual florv of the stream has been
found. The secbions present at their cenires, or ai leasb at
the centres of flow of the plesumed glaoiers, a considerable
width, which irr each case is practically level. The slopes
Ieading to this central portion are in each case of compara-
tively easy gradient, and of fair curves. A ferv of the greatesb
depths obtairred may possibly be cluoted. Thus, at Weston
l\{ill l,ake (Plate II.), a section of which is singularly regular,
the depth below low water is 66 I'eet; at Saltash Bridge
(I'late IJ.) the depth is 75 feet ; at Coornbe Lake (l,late IIL),
near Saltash,_t_!9 dgpth is iJ6 feet; ab l'ord Lake (Plate III.)
67 I'eet; ab Wivelscombe Lake (Plate III.) 46 feet ; the
Notter River (Plate III.) occupies a channel bhe rochy
bottom of which is 44 f'eet below ]ow water, and the Lynher
(Plate III.) occupies a sirnilar channel lying 41 feet below
low water. - As regards a section taken ab the new railway
bridge of the London and South-Western Junction Railway
at Tarnerton, the deepest poiut reached was 15 feet 6 inches
below low water, bub this did not coincide with the doepest
point of the channel. At the Tavy (Plate IL) the new
viaduct, on the same railway is fbunded on cylinders, and
the informabion both as regards depth of rock surlhce and
material overlying it is accordingly absolute. Starting at,
the Plymouth end, there are first seven spans of masonry
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covering a length of 390 feet. In this length the rosk
surface-falls from 5 feeb to 24 feeL below high water in a

grad.ual incline. Then follow eight iron spans of 120 feet
each. Where the masonry ends the depth of the rock below
Iow water springs is 9 feet. In the first span of 120 feet
this increasei to 33 feet, or at the rate of 1 in 5; iu the nexb
to -13 feet, at the rate of 1 in 12 ; then to 52 feet, at the rate
of 1 in 13| ; then 62 feet, or 1 in 12; at the fifth pier 67
feet, at the rate of I in 21; at the sixth pier 68 feet; at the
seventh pier 67 feet. The valley for a width of 240 feet is
therefore- practically level at a depth of 67 feet, rvhich -is
below low rvater. Then follows a rapid rise to 3 feet, at the
rate of 1 to 1]. Two more spans of masonry complete the
bridge, which obtains a total length of 1,440 feet. At the
abuiment on the north end the rock reaches the high water
mark. It is interesting to note that the greatest depth of
this valley and its steepest side are alike obtained uear its
concave shore, which in itself coincides absolutely wibh the
known fact of glacial flow-that the highest velociby should
also be obtained at this point in the same section.

Turning now to the longitudinal gradient of the Tarnar
esbuary with a view of estimatiug whether it be possible that
water"actiou could havo been reiponsible for the erosion of
this valley, we find from the figures previously given that in
the Hamoaze the depbh of the centre rock bed below low
water varies from at least 150 feet in Firestone Bay to 132
fee[ and over at Devil's Point, and 102 feet and over off the
Rubble Bank. Between this last point and Saltash Bridge
it is reduced to 75 feet, and at the Tavy Viaduct 68 feet
is found. Absolute information is not available as to the
depth midway between 'Iavy Viaduct and Saltash Rridge,
but it is extremely probable that at this point the rock bed
is deeper than either at Saltash or the Tavy. At an-y 

-rate-, 
o.n

the known figures, the channel iu the rock above Saltash is
almost level 

-for over two miles, the gradient being 1 in
1,508, and this at once disposes of the idea thab any
water action can have assisted in its erosion, and for three
miles below Saltash the incline is only 1 in 515-evidence
again that no streanr of considerable velocity can have
fl6wed over this portion of the valley since it assumed its
present form. Srorn the Rubble Bank to l-irestone llay
it continues at the rate of 1 in 150. Coincident with this
level portion before referred to as existing betweeu Tavy a.nd

Saltash, is a great widening of the estuary into a lacustrine
expanse, whiCh is at its widest part five tirnes the width of
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the channel at Saltash Bridge. The contraction at Saltash
may be readily explained by the presence of a number of
dykes of intrusive igneous rock lying in a direction at right
angles to the course of the valley. lhis feature of alternite
contraction and expansion, which is so prominent in our
estuarie.s,. may also be traced in tlie sub-aerial valleys of
Devonshire, and there -are ai preseut, notwithstanding the
erosion due to water, which rnust be allowed to have [ad a
restricted local iufluence, exisling expanses of the valleys of
I)artmoor having a greater width relative to their lbwer
entrance than the Hamoaze has relative to Saltash, and of
which the rocky beds are at the lower level at their widest
poiuts, the higher at tlie constrictions, which occur further
down the courses of the strearus. The lacb bhat these valleys
have been lilled in by detrital rnatter lrom the rivers has
hidden the undoubted existence of ancienb lakes or larns.

Alrhough the author has restricted himself to the esiuaries
in the immediate neighbourhood of P1ymouth, it may be
stated that precisely similar conditions occur elsewheie in
Devonshire and in Cornwall; notably the Dart,rvhich coincides
in all details, both of longitudinal gradient, of cross-section,
and of alteruate expansion and contraction, with the facts as
set forth above. At one point a depth of 110 feet below low
water has been recorded. I am enabled, by the kindness of
1\{r. T. Codrington, r.c.s., to give sections of lMaterhead Creek
and the Dart ai Kingswear. (Plate IIL) Mr. Codrington also
kindly supplied me with a section of the Tamar at Saltash.

Summing up the evidence iu favour of glacial action as
derived from^the presenb physical forms of our valleys, we
have, in the firsb place, the absence of a defined channel of
narrow area as compared with the whole depression, such as
is invariably formed by water. In its place we find broad
valleys, the lowest portion of rvhich is the flattest, as com-
pared wiuh the narrow valleys, the lowest portion of which is
the steepest. lMe have, too, the alternative expansion and.
contraction of these valleys coiucident wirh th-e expansion
and contraction of the level portion forming the loweit point
thereof. - the longitudinal gradients are such that the velbcity
obtained by even most considerable streams would not suffic-e
tbr erosive astion in such materials as our local rocks.
tr'urther than this, the sbreams, indeed, have only beeu
enabled in many cases to fill in the beds of the valleys
rather than conduct the.excavations yet further. Aud again,
as regards these longitudinai sections, at places, points
further removed from the sea are more deeply excdvated
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than points nearer to the sea. AII these considerations, in
the auihor's opinion, are absolute evidence in favour of
glacial action, and ii is interesting to note that precisely
the same features occur in the harbours and estuaries of-Wales, 

r,vhere by universal consent, glacial aclion has been
the material cause of the present lbrm of the land.

BOUIDER CLAY.

Such evidence in itself as has been previously given may
be thought to leave room for argument. \Yhen, however,
correlated rvith tire undoubted existence of glacial deposits,
it assumes an importance which might not otherwise be
attributed to it. Assuming that our valleys have been
occupied by glaciers, some evidence of their existence in
the lbrm of transported material should be available, and
remnants of this transported material may yet be found.
1-or inslance, at the mouth of our estuaries granitic pebbles
are of constant occurrence, and in the case of the Yealm we
have a river incapable of bringing down any granite boulders
or pebbles to its estuary; yet on the beaches outside the
estuary a notable proportion of granitic matter is found-a
remnaut, as the author suggests, of greab quantities of
rnaterial originally transported by the glacier which occupied
the Yealm valley. And here it may be well to introduce
a caution - 

tbat in the consideration of the subrnarine
geology of the English Channel the possibility of boulders
of considerable size having been transmitted direct from the
high lands of Dartmoor, has in the past been largely over-
looked. Erratic boulders should be comrnon, although for
the most par! the glacier detritus is probably covered by
subsequent marine deposits. Hence the presenee of granitic
or felsitic boulders on the Channel bed is no[ necessar;r
evidence of an outlier of granitic rock. Any such boulclers
beariug a family likeness to our Dartmoor graniies rnay
very possibly have had their origin on Dartmoor itself'.
The case tbr glaciation, however, is not dependent on stray
dredging or trawling in the Channel for evidence of genuine
glacial detritus. At the Tavy Yiaduct the rock surface was
found covered to a depth of frorn 2 feet 6 inches to 4 feet
by a bed of hard yellow clay associated with granibe boulders.
The deposits above this contained no granite boulders, nor
even, so far as could be ascertained, granite pebbles. Evi-
den[ly, therefore, the clay was deposited under conditions
differing from those governing the subsecluent infiIling of
the valley. This deposit had every characteristic of genuine
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boulder clay. Similar deposits exist over a large area of
the bed of the Cattewater, and are similarly covered by
silt containing neither granitic pebbles nor boulders.
And similar deposits are also reported by I'Ir. Codrington
as existing at Coombe Lake and also on the Dart. Muclr
more prominent, but hitherto entirely ignoreri, are the
sub-aerial glacial deposits of the Tamar valley. At llum-
leigh, on the Tamar, a bed of clay occurs resting on the
rocky bed of the valley and conbaining a height of over
twenty feet above present high water mark. The materials
are unstratified, many are dissimilar to those noly derivable
from the river bed, considelable boulders of Gunnislal<e
granite occur, and sorne at leasb of these give evidence by
their form that they have not been water-borne. The
characteristics are those of genuine glacial deposit, and the
similarity between Ltris clay and the boulder clays of bhe
Mersey and of \Yales are, the aubhor is iuformed, very
striking.

A very similar deposit occrlrs at the Weir Head on the
Tarnar. As conjoint eviclence, it niay be mentioned that
the estuaries of the \Yelsh rivers exhibit siruilar patches
and remnants of deposits of boulder clay.

Adding this eviclence to the considerations previously
advanced, the author is of opinion thab a strong case in
favour of glacial action in Devonshire must be admitted.
tr'urther consiclerations pointing to the same conclusion
might be adducecl, and such may possibly forrn the subject
of another communication.

This paper would be incomplete without a reference to the
terrestrial movements which have assisted in the causation
of the present relations of land and sea. I'assing over the
period at rvhich the land surfaces were sufficiently varied
to enable the coral reefs to rise and grow in the shallow
Devonian sea, and the period also at rvhich the great mass
of Dartmoor granite was elevated and intruded between
the masses of earlier rock, we come to a much later time.
There is evidence that the land Ievel was once such that
fluviatile deposits were fonned on the crests of what are
now the Hoe and Cattedown. In order that any stream
might flow over these isolated headlands, we must assume
that the surface of the land differed widely from its present
contour, Between this stage and the next there exists a long
interval, the details of which may not yet, be filled in,
although future discoveries may render. this possible. And
here the author would disclaim any intention of exactitude
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in figures as to the extent of elevation attributed to the land
surf'aces. The heights and depths of such elevation as men-
tioned herein are merely urinimum values which may have
been exceeded, bub must have been attained.

tr'rom the period of the raised beach on the Hoe the
record is probably continuous. The Hoe raised beach is
40 feet above the present beach level. Hence the land
lay 40 feet lower when it was formed. It largely consists
of deposits derived by littoral dri{L from the shores of
Cawsand Bay, or from rock surfaces now removed, but which
then occupied the area of Cawsand Bay. In order that these
materials might pass norbhward to the Hoe, it must neces-
sarily be conceded that there existed a continuous shore-line,
or, at least, that there was but an inconsiderable break. At
present a chasm of about 170 feet in depth presents an
impassable obstacle across which nob eveu light pebbles,
much less boulders weighing several hundredweight, could
pass. This chasm cannot have existed when the raised
beach of the Hoe was forming. Next follows a period of
elevation during which the glaciers are engaged in eroding
and sculpturing the land surlaces on the lines of the present
estuaries. During this period the land rose to a height of at
least 180 feet above its present levels. Before the close of
the glacial period the land had again fallen to a level of
30 feet below the presenc, and the giacial clays, of which
patches are still to be found in our valleys, rvere then
deposited in the channels of our present estuaries. A series
of beaches were formed round the coasts which constitute
the majority of the present raised beaches. The glacial
conditions slowly passed, and the land ultimately resumed
an upward movement. Meantime, the deposits in the
bone caves were probably formed. This uprvard movement
extended to at least B0 feet above the present levels.
Probably it was even more considerable. The deposits of
boulder clay were slowly remr:ved by water action, but the
streaurs did not reach the level of the rock beds of the
lower valleys. To this period of elevation we may attribute
the forests which are now submerged. Follorving this came
another period of depression, and the surface attained its
presenb level. There is evidence that lbr a considerable time
it has now been courparatively stable. The valleys from
which the boulder clay had been alrnost entirely removed
are no\ry' full of alluvial deposibs. Periods of rest occurred
during this last subsidence, as evidenced by successive Iayers
of sand and oyster beds in the chanuel of the Laira.


